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Evolution of the IT industry



Did Buffett see this coming?



IBM’s was cruising till 2012



CEO change in 2012

                             Ginni Rometty took over as IBM’s CEO       
                                           from Sam Palmisano.



Trouble starts



IBM loses federal contract in 2013

http://seekingalpha.com/article/1759442-why-ibm-lost-the-cia-contract-to-amazon
http://seekingalpha.com/article/1759442-why-ibm-lost-the-cia-contract-to-amazon


Hell breaks loose



What went wrong?



Enterprise IT before cloud computing

       Hardware 
    Infrastructure

       Software                   
Platforms 

Middleware

Applications

Services

IBM  |  Oracle |  CISCO |  EMC |  HP |  DELL | Juniper |  Lenovo

Redhat | VMware | Oracle | Microsoft | IBM |  

IBM | Oracle | Tibco | Microsoft

Salesforce | Microsoft | Oracle | SAP | Workday ...

IBM | Accenture | Infosys | Wipro | TCS | Cognizant 



Enterprise IT after cloud computing

Hybrid



Top IT Services companies by Revenue ( past 10 years)

overall revenue 
for IT services is 
not growing fast

Low cost 
providers are 
gaining IBM’s 
share in 
revenue 



Top Software companies by Revenue ( past 10 years)
overall revenue for 
software vendors is 
not growing

MSFT is growing 
revenue at at 
healthy rate while 
rest are stagnant 
and IBM is 
declining



Top Software companies by Revenue ( past 10 years)

Story is different 
when you 
consider MSFT 
Enterprise



Fix 1: Relevant cloud offering



Fix 2: Getting rid of empty calories



Fix 3: Grow Strategic Imperatives



Mr. Market worried about cloud war

http://www.economist.com/news/business/21648685-cloud-computing-prices-keep-falling-whole-it-business-will-change-cheap-convenient
http://www.economist.com/news/business/21648685-cloud-computing-prices-keep-falling-whole-it-business-will-change-cheap-convenient


Cloud isn’t a winner take all game

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fJGkUSJBrXo


Strength 1: Hybrid Cloud

Our ability to connect new technologies with the systems currently running today’s enterprises is a key 
value-added service and market differentiator for IBM. Clients today want more than just adopting new 
technologies—they want IBM to fuse new solutions with their existing systems. This “bringing 
together” is what the company calls Hybrid Cloud, and IBM is uniquely able to bring this value to its 
clients.



Strength 2: Entrenched customers

IBM supports its clients’ mission critical processes, and remains the 
“go-to” platform for the enterprise. For example, more than 90 percent 
of the top 100 banks and the top 25 U.S. retailers run on IBM 
systems. In addition, nearly half of the Fortune 100 companies 
outsource IT operations to IBM.



Opportunity



It’s Not Easy

They are under major attack from Amazon, Palantir, all these companies out 
there are eating away. Their R&D has shrunk in absolute terms and as a 
percentage of their sales. - Stanley Druckenmiller

http://www.businessinsider.com/druckenmiller-on-amazon-and-netflix-2015-11


It’s Not Easy

I would say the jury is out on that. I don’t really have an opinion. In 
other words, I’m neither a believer nor a disbeliever. I regard it as a 
mystery. - Charlie Munger

http://valuewalkposts.tumblr.com/post/139177374545/charlie-munger-at-the-2016-daily-journal?soc_src=mail&soc_trk=ma


It’s Not Easy

IBM continues to be profitable and generate significant cash flows. We currently 
have no intention of disposing of our investment in IBM common stock. We 
expect that the fair value of our investment in IBM common stock will recover 
and ultimately exceed our cost. - Warren Buffett

http://www.berkshirehathaway.com/qtrly/3rdqtr15.pdf


How to value IBM?



Thank You


